Classroom

In this section of Resonance, we invite readers to pose questions likely to be
raised in a classroom situation. We may suggest strategies for dealing with
them, or invite responses, or both. "Classroom" is equally a forum for raising
broader issues and sharing personal experiences and viewpoints on matters
related to teaching and learning science.
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A clear cOll1prehension of t he Newtonian notion
of force remains elusive to 111any students due
to lack of experience with observations in a noninertial frame of reference. In this article is described a software that can be easily run on a
desktop cOlnputer and which acquaints the student-user with the Newtonian notion of force.
Fundamental principles of causality and determinism in Newtonian mechanics are elucidated.
1. Introduction
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The widespread improvement in computational facilit.ies
in various educational institutions has nlade posssible
the developlTlent of various conlputer based physics educational software which aid in demonstrating some of the
lllore subtle and important physical phenomena which
are otherwise imperceptible in our daily lives. A prinle
example of one such concept is that of lllotion in nOI1inertial frames. In fact, it was pointed out only a decade
ago in a prOlllinent paper[l] that " .... not only students,
but also professional physicists to quite a large extent
do not have a full understanding of the concept of force
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" This difficulty arises primarily due to the fact that
for a vast majority of phenomena in everyday life, qualitative and quantitative consequences of the non-inertial
nature of the frame of reference fixed to the earth is not
recognised by most students of Newtonian mechanics.
The Galileo-Newton law of inertia selects out a class of
inertial frames of reference with respect to which uniform motion (including one at zero momentum) is selfsustaining. It emphasizes the fact that in this frame,
no force (cause) is required to 'explain' an object's mechanical state of rest (or of uniform motion) which is
completely determined by the initial conditions of the
position and momentum of the mechanical system.

If the observer's
frame of reference
is non-inertial, the
acceleration
(effect) seen by
him cannot be
explained by him
only in terms of the
'physical' causes.

The Newton's second law searches for a 'cause' to explain any departure from equilibrium, and quantitatively
establishes a linear proportionality between acceleration
and the physical interaction which causes this departure.
The equation of motion F = m 7t thus expresss the lin--t
ear proportionality between the cause F and its effect
and furthermore it identifies the constant of proportionality as the object's mass. That this proportionality
holds good in the inertial frame is an important aspect,
and this property is contained in the definition of an
inertial frame as one in which Newton's laws hold.
~

a

2. Computer Simulation

In order to focus on the relationship of the 'principle of
causality and determinism' with the 'inertial' nature of
the frame of reference, we discuss below the computer
simulation of a situation in which the effects of making observations in a non-inertial frame of reference are
observable and dramatic. If the observer's frame of reference is non-inertial, the acceleration (effect) seen by
him cannot be explained by him only in terms of the
'physical' causes. The important thing is that if one
does not take into account the fact that an observer on
earth is in fact in a non-inertial frame of reference, then
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It is well known that

for such an observer either

laboratory
experiments aimed

• Newton's laws do not hold good or

at demonstrating
such situations are
not quite easy to set
up [1], since
observable effects of

• the observer's perception of forces( causes) that change an equilibrium state as seen by her/him would
be different from that of an observer in an inertial
frame of reference.

the non-inertial
nature of an earthfixed frame of
reference are rather
weak.

This would directly affect his interpretation of fundamental interactions (such as gravitational and/or electromagnetic) in nature. It is well known that laboratory
experiments aimed at demonstrating such situations are
not quite easy to set up[l], since observable effects of the
non-inertial nature of an earth-fixed frame of reference
are rather weak.
We consider two astronauts, A and B, conducting an
experiment inside a space vehicle in a region where all
gravitational effects may be neglected, since we can consider the space vehicle to be in a state of free-fall. The
space vehicle is however considered to be in a state of
rotation (provided to give directional stability) at a constant angular speed w about an axis through it. We shall
refer to this axis as the Z-axis. The astronauts A and B
are diametricallly opposite to each other inside the vehicle and we examine the motion of a tiny tool thrown
by A inside the space ship. After the tool is thrown by
A, there is no physical force acting on it. In the absence
of any such real force, the astronauts (having studied
Newton's first law!) expect the tool to traverse 'along a
straight line at a constant momentum it acquired when
it was thrown. They however find the tool to traverse
along unimaginable curves and must conclude that in
their frame of reference, Newton's laws fail!. The causality relation (acceleration is proportional to the 'physical'
force acting on the object) does not hold in the accelerated frame of reference.
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An equation of motion pI = ma' can however be used in
the astronaut's frame of reference if the left hand side of
this equation contains all the mathematical constructs
of the accelerated (in this case rotating) frame of reference. There is no simple proportionality between the
real, physical force and the acceleration seen by the astronauts. In fact, the astronauts see real effects of forces
that are a combination of real physical interactions and
also pseudo-forces. In other words, they see effects that
are real, of causes that include pseudo-causes.

The causality relation
(acceleration is
proportional to the
'physical' force acting
on the object) does
not hold in the
accelerated frame of
reference.

-+

In the rotating frame of reference the force pI is not
merely the 'physical' force F, but must be replaced by

[2,3]
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The vector
with the subscript 'r' denotes the position
vector of the object in motion with respect to the rotating frame of reference. It is pertinent to add here that
an inertial frame of reference develops a different notion
of force compared to a non-inertial one. The operational
definition of a real/physical force is intimately tied up
to the cause-effect relationship in an inertial frame of
reference. In (1)
is the position vector of the object
thrown relative to rotating frame of reference, Sr. The
time derivative operator (I;) pertains to the rotating
frame Sr and is related to the corresponding operator
( ti) of the inertial frame S according to the following
operator equivalence:

r;

d
dt

8

-+wx
8t

(2)

The second term in (1) is the centrifugal force and the
third term is the Coriolis force. Understanding (2) is
of central importance to set up the equation of motion.
Equations (1) and (2) are simple consequences of a non-
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The operational
definition of a real!
physical force is
intimately tied up
to the cause-effect
relationship in an
inertial frame of
reference.

relativistic transformation from an inertial to a rotating
frame of reference.
Parenthetically, one may also note that under the Lorentz
transformations, the concept of time itself is to be modified and space and time variables get scrambled. In contrast to this, in the present non-relativistic transformations the notion of time in the inertial and the rotating
frames remains essentially the same, but the derivative
of a vector with respect to the time parameter in the two
frames is related according to (2). It is easy to see that
(1) follows inlmediately if, as a first step, the operator of
(2) is applied to
and then as a second step, the same
operator is applied once again to the result. In order to
obtain a solution for the trajectory of the tool thrown
by A in the rotating coordinate system STl we consider
the Z-axis of Sr to be through the centre of the plane
of the space vehicle and along TJ, and we consider the
astronauts A and B to be located at Cartesian coordinates (O,-R,O) and (O,+R,O) respectively. The tool is
considered to be thrown by astronaut A at an initial velocity in the XV-plane and (1) must now be integrated
to get the trajectory of the tool as would be seen by the
astronauts in the rotating frame.

r:.

r:.

If (t) denotes the instantaneous position of the tool in
the rotating (spaceship's) frame of reference then,

(3)
eX,T ,ey,T being the Cartesian base vectors in the rotating

frame of reference. In the frame ST these base vectors
are not functions of time. The acceleration a; (t) in the
rotating frame is given by

a;(t)=

d2~

r2T

dt

d~

=cw.wrr;+2(~)xw
dt

(4)

which is the second order differential equation we must
now solve in order to determine the trajectory of the
tool thrown by A. By projecting the left hand side of
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(4) on ex,r and ey,r separately and equating the two
respectively with the corresponding projections of the
right hand side of (4) we get the following two coupled
differential equations:

(5)
and

(6)
These equations are differentiated once again to get two
more equations now for the third order deivatives.

The above equations can be decoupled by going over to
the fourth order differential equations:
2
4
2
d 4xr
2 d xr
4
d Yr
2 d Yr
4
-4-+ 2w -2-+ w Xr = 0, -4-+ 2w -2-+ w Yr = O.
dt
dt
dt
dt

(8)

The solutions to (7)are:
Xr(t) = (Ax

+ Bxt)cos(wt) + (C x + Dxt)sin(wt),

(9)

and

Here, the A's, B's, C's and D's are various contants of integration determined by the initial conditions. To solve
each fourth order differential equation we need the values at t = 0 of Xr and Yr, and their derivatives with
respect to time upto order three. This gives us the eight
initial conditions we need to determine the eight unknowns Ax, B x, cx, D x , A y, By, C y and D y. For example, if we consider the equation in Xr , xr(O) and ~It=o
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In our software
therefore, we have
introduced the
option to
compeletely ignore
the centrifugal
term and study the
consequence of
the Coriolis term
alone.

are given by the two known initial conditions which are
the x-coordinate and the speed along x direction. We
2
3
. ~
d x 1t=O an d 7
d x 1t=O b Y uSIng
. t he
can h owever determine
original coupled equations. It is easily seen that d:t~T It=o
is given by (5) knowing ~It=o and xr(O). Differentiating equations (5) and (6) once more we get the two third
order differential equations(7)which will give us
It=o
and similarly ~t~r 1t=O in terms of the now known lower
order derivatives. Thus all the eight arbitrary constants
can be completely determined.

d;:t

If the initial velocity is expressed as

then, the path of the tool is given by:

Xr(t) = (vo,x

+ Rw)t cos(wt) + (VO,yt -

R)sin(wt), (12)

Yr(t) = (VO,yt - R)cos(wt) - (vo,x + Rw)t sin(wt), (13)
The solutions for the equation of motion of the tool in
an inertial frame of reference are

Xi(t)

= (vo,x + Rw)t,

(14)
(15)

In several texts on this subject, the centrifugal terrn
is often discussed in some detail. However, except in
specialised texts, the Coriolis term is not given equal
importance. In order to highlight the consequence of
t~is term, it is instructive to focus attention on it. In
our software therefore, we have introduced the option
to completely ignore the centrifugal term and study the
consequence of the Coriolis term alone. Of course, in
a rotating frame of reference, both the terms would always be present - the centrifugal term always, and the
Coriolis term would be zero only when the object under
observation is at rest in that frame.
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3. Trajectory In the Rotating and the Inertial
Frame

We illustrate the trajectory of a tool thrown by the astronaut A in the rotating spaceship by a few examples
below.
It is clear that the orbiting spaceship being in a state
of 'free fall' is in a zero-g (zero-gravity) field and once
the tool is given the initial velocity when the astronaut A throws it, the tool cannot experience any of the
known physical forces: gravity, electromagnetic, nuclear
strong/ weak. As mentioned in Section 2, one would expect therefore that the tool would traverse uniformly
in accordance with Newton's I law of motion along a
straight line. It is important to note, however, that this
would hold essentially in an inertial frame of reference,
and in none other. The trajectories are illustrated in the
following five cases:

It is clear that the
orbiting spaceship
being in a state of
'free fall' is in a
zero-g (zerogravity) field and
once the tool is
given the initial
velocity when the
astronaut A throws
it, the tool cannot
experience any of
the known physical
forces.

Case( 1): Figure 1 shows the trajectory of the tool thrown
by the astronaut A toward B in the rotating frame.
The initial conditions for this case are: Radius R =
10 m, angular speed w = 0.15 rad/sec and the X- and Ycomponents of the throw velocity are 0 m/s and 5 m/s respectively.
The tool is thrown by astronaut A directly toward B,
but as seen by the observers in the rotating frame it
goes nowhere near B and instead curves away to the·
right. Thus contrary to what one would expect in an
inertial frame, a direct throw is not sucessful.
Case( 2): Figure 2 shows the trajectory of the tool thrown
by the astronaut A toward B in the rotating frame for
a second set of initial conditions.
The initial conditions for this case are: Radius R =
10 n1, angular speed w = 0.95 rad/sec and the X- and
Y-con1ponents of the throw velocity are -10 n1/s and
5 In/ s respectively.
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Figure 1 Trajectory seen in the rotating
frame of the object thrown by A toward B
(Case 1).
Figure 2. Trajectory seen in the rotating
frame of the object thrown by A toward B
(Case 2).
Figure 3. Trajectory seen in the rotating
frame of the object thrown by A toward B
(Case 3).
Figure 4. Trajectory of the object thrown
by A toward B as viewed from an inertial
frame of reference (Case 4).
Figure 5. Trajectory of the object thrown
by A toward B seen in the rotating frame of
reference, but determined with the neglect
of the centrifugal force (Case 5).
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As -seen by the observers in the rotating frame, the 0 bject takes a weird curved path. Astronaut A must therefore adjust his initial throw velocity suitably if the tool
has to reach B.
Case( 3): Figure 3 shows the trajectory of the tool thrown
by the astronaut A toward B in the rotating frame for
a third set of initial conditions.
The initial conditions for this case are: Radius R =
10 m, angular speed w = 0.95 rad/sec and the X- and
V-components of the throw velocity are -10.0325 m/s
and 2.755 m/s respectively.

As seen by the
observers in the.
rotating frame, the
object takes a
weird curved path.
Astronaut A must
therefore adjust his
initial throw velocity
suitably if the tool
has to reach B.

In this case, the tool is seen to reach B after making a
loop inside the circular spaceship. Thus A has found one
suitable throw velocity. Other suitable throw velocities
are of course possible.
Case( 4): Figure 4 shows the trajectory of the tool thrown
by astronaut A as viewed from an inertial frame of reference. The initial conditions for the case shown are the
same as those used for the case in Figure 3. As expected,
the trajectory seen by observers in this frame will be a
straight line but the astronauts and the spaceship are
seen to rotate in this case.
Case( 5 ): Figure 5 shows the trajectory of the tool thrown
by astronaut A as seen in the rotating frame of reference
if the centrifugal force were to be neglected in the analysis. This trajectory is obviously not possible physically
and is shown only to highlight the otherwise weak effect
of the Coriolis force. The initial conditions for the case
shown are the same as those used for the case in Figure
3. It is seen that the Coriolis force acting alone would
cause the tool to take a circular path as the Coriolis
force is at any instant perpendicular to the direction of
the intantaneous velocity. Figure 5 shows such a trajectory for a particular throw velocity.
~1ost

students enjoy experimenting with

the initial

In case (3), the tool
is seen to reach B
after making a loop
inside the circular
spaceship.
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While the students
experiment with
different
parameters for the
th row velocity, they
also discover the
sensitivity of the
solutions to the
initial conditions,
and thus develop a
feel for the same.

conditions at their disposal in this menu-driven program
to figure out how the trajectory of the object throwin can
be made to intersect the point B diametrically opposite
to A so that the other astronaut will be able to catch
the tool. While the students experiment with different
parameters for the throw velocity, they also discover the
sensitivity of the solutions to the initial conditions, and
thus develop a feel for the same.
The Coriolis force in particular, is difficult to COlnprehend since its effect is relatively weak in our daily life,
though several macroscopic effects such as direction of
the cyclonic winds [2], the rotation of plane of oscillation
of the Foucault pendulum [4], certain oceanic currents
[5], etc. are due to the Coriolis effect. These effects become still weaker closer to the equator, making them
less dramatic in places like India compared to countries
in Europe.
4. Concluding Remarks

An essential point illustrated by the current software is
that an object in motion observed in a rotating frame of
reference is seen to depart from uniform motion along
a straight line even in the absence of any real physical
force. Thus to the observer in the rotating frame, the observation of departure from uniform rectilinear motion
is real. The cause for this departure however does not
involve any physical force but is rather a consequence of
the fact that (s) he is not in an inertial frame. These are
the real effects of pseudo forces seen by an observer in
an accelarated frame of reference.
5. System Requirements

Since the software developed was coded in J ava, the programs are expected to be platform independent. The
users however need J ava2 or higher to be installed on
their machines. Java2 is available for free from Sun Microsystems. Since the graphics can be demanding on
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system memory, we recommend that the programs be
run on a system that has atleast 128MB of RAM and a
standard desktop configuration for everything else.
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using the software described in this work may contact
P C Deshmukh.
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I maintain there is much more wonder
in science than in pseudoscience. And

I'

in addition, to whatever measure this
term has any meaning, science has
the additional virtue, and it is not an
inconsiderable one, of being true.

Carl Sagan
(1934-1996)
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